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Enttrepren
Ass Gururaj “D
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gated the morning
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commu
unity: the Hu
ubli IT Park was
w a
goverrnment-fundeed US$10 milllion attemptt to promote developmen
nt by attractin
ng high-grow
wth IT
companies to the area
a
through material inceentives, includ
ding lavish faacilities, advan
nced technolo
ogical
capab
bilities, and a low tax ratee. But eight years
y
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2002
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ned vacant.
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“DESHPANDE CE
ENTER FOR SOCIAL EN
NTREPRENEU
URSHIP”. Th
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buildiings, beyond
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mon striking physical
p
appeearance, weree not lost on
n Desh. Both were
pioneeering, expenssive, and high
h-profile efforrts to foster in
nnovation in the
t Hubli-Dh
harwad region
n. But,
much
h to Desh’s relief, while the
t
Hubli IT Park sat neaarly vacant, every cornerr of the four--story
Deshp
pande Centeer for Social Entrepreneu
urship was teeming
t
with
h activity: Non-Governm
N
mental
Organ
nization (NG
GO) leaders rushing
r
to check-in
c
meeetings; studen
nts of the Center’s
C
leadeership
development prog
grams milling about betweeen classes; aspiring entrep
preneurs enterring their offiices to
begin
n the day. (For
(
images of the Hu
ubli IT Park
k and the Deshpande
D
C
Center
for Social
S
Entrep
preneurship, see Exhibit 1.)
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which they could thrive. (For a complete overview of Sandbox programs, see Exhibit 2.) By 2010, the
Sandbox project had brought 37 NGOs to the area, funded and advised 78 organizations, created
entrepreneurial talent development programs that directly reached 12,000 people, and, as one local
leader commented, “re-invigorated the entire NGO community.”
While most of the organizations the Sandbox funded were small, it had helped three NGOs
achieve scale: Akshaya Patra provided a free and nutritious school lunch to over 1.2 million children
across India for less than Rs. 6 ($0.13) per meal – the most cost efficient school lunch program in the
world. It had aspirations of feeding 5 million children annually in the next ten years, which for many
children would mean the difference between staying in school and dropping out. Agastya provided
hands–on science education to students from rural schools without the facilities for science
experiments. Through highly scalable “mobile labs”, Agastya had reached over 700,000 children.
Through a new effort in partnership with SV Ranganath, the Chief Secretary of the Government of
Karnataka, Agastya was working to create the first fully integrated ecosystem for hands-on school
science education—an ecosystem expected to reach over 2 million children annually. Students from
its schools had competed against elite schools from all over India and had been selected as finalists in
the prestigious Intel science competition. Agriculture Man Ecology Foundation (AME) had
introduced a new approach to rice cultivation that had been adopted by over 10,000 of the region’s
poorest farmers, increasing their annual earnings by over 30 percent. It had plans to extend its
programs to all 50,000+ rice farmers in the Sandbox area.
Even as the Deshpandes and the Sandbox staff reflected on these big wins, they also looked inside
at the complexity that had come with growth and success. The Sandbox’s activities and structure had
grown rapidly to meet the pressing needs in the community and it was time for reflection; was the
project overextending itself without having sufficiently refined its model or evaluated its impact?
To further complicate matters, only a few weeks before leaving for Hubli, Desh and Jaishree had
received a proposal to expand the “Sandbox” concept in the biggest way yet: bringing it to the US.
The opportunity—to launch a new “Sandbox” in Lowell and Lawrence, two former industrial centers
in Massachusetts that were struggling economically—left Desh and Jaishree torn. They had high
hopes that the Sandbox model could transform traditional development efforts from a top-down,
government-driven approach to what they believed to be a more effective bottom-up,
entrepreneurially driven one. But they were unsure whether the Sandbox was ready to be replicated,
or even whether it could be transferred from an Indian context to an American one. As he entered the
offices, Desh knew that these growth issues were similar to the ones faced by all entrepreneurs as
they attempted to build high impact businesses. Indeed, Desh had faced these challenges when
building his own companies. Yet, the social mission of the Sandbox caused him to reflect on whether
the same approaches he used before were appropriate.

Background
The Serial Entrepreneur
Born and raised in Hubli-Dharwad, Desh studied electrical engineering at the elite Indian
Institute of Technology-Madras (IIT-Madras). Shortly thereafter he met Jaishree Kulkarni, a fellow
Hubli-Dharwad native and IIT-Madras graduate with a Master’s in Physics. The two married in 1980.
After earning his Ph.D at Queen’s University in Ontario, Desh made the risky decision to leave a
cushy job at Motorola in Canada and move to Boston with Jaishree to start his own company. With $3
million of seed funding from an angel investor, Desh founded Coral Network Corporation, a router
development company. But the reality of building his business did not match his vision. Following an
irreconcilable dispute with his partner, he left the company.
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The Deshpande family, which now included two young sons, was left in a precarious situation—
Desh had been working for almost two years without pay, and Jaishree had recently relinquished her
job as a software engineer. She remembered: “The scariest moment was when Desh came home one
day and told the kids not to get hurt while playing, since the health insurance had run out.” Despite
the hardships, Desh wasn’t ready to give up. He recalled, “I had no money, but once you’ve run a
company, it’s very tough to work for anyone else again.”
So he tried again. In 1990, with a $125,000 initial investment by Ed Anderson of ABS Ventures, he
founded Cascade Communications, a pioneer of frame-relay technology. This time his hard work
paid off. Cascade went public in 1994. When Ascend Communications acquired Cascade for USD $3.7
billion in 1997, more than 80% of all Internet traffic was moving through Cascade technology. Desh’s
next venture, Sycamore Networks, was even more successful. The company, which pioneered
intelligent optical networking, went public in October 1999 after only five quarters of operation. On
its first day of trading, the company’s share price shot up from $38 to $270 before closing at $185—a
386 percent increase, and the largest market value ever achieved by an Internet-related company in
an IPO. Sycamore ultimately reached a market cap of USD $50 billion. Those successes pushed Desh’s
net worth to $10 billion, briefly making him the wealthiest Indian in the world.
Desh went on to become the founder or founding investor in eight more companies, including
A123 Systems, Tejas Networks, and Airvana The first entrepreneur to ever take four companies
public,1 each with over US$1 billion market cap, Desh was appointed co-Chairman of President
Barack Obama’s “National Advisory Council on Innovation and Entrepreneurship” in July 2010.

The Deshpande Center for Technological Innovation
Desh and Jaishree, both deeply spiritual people, believed strongly in the value of giving back, and,
in 1996, they established the Deshpande Foundation (DF). It began as a traditional family foundation,
making grants to well-reputed American and Indian nonprofits such as the Peabody Essex Museum
and the Public Health Foundation of India. But in 2002, paying homage to his own entrepreneurial
background, Desh decided to divert $20 million of funds to a new and pioneering philanthropic
venture: The Deshpande Center for Technological Innovation at the MIT School of Engineering in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. The Deshpande Center at MIT was started to provide grants and support
to move promising technological innovations from the labs of MIT to commercial usage. The need
this spoke to, as Desh saw it, was that:
In a major research lab, a tiny fraction of the money spent creating solutions is dedicated to
applying them. Many innovative ideas generated in the research process get lost because there
is no money or will to find an appropriate use. Unproven ideas often have little opportunity to
advance beyond their theoretical stages, though they hold huge potential… [The Deshpande
Center] bridges a gap between cutting-edge innovative research and practical relevance.
Though the grants were relatively small (typically $50,000, but up to $250,000), they were meant as
short-term stopgaps “to reduce the uncertainty around [ideas with market potential] so that an
external party would invest in the technology.”2 As the Center’s Executive Director noted, “We fund
things no sane economic investor would…we essentially place small bets and see what happens.”

1 Cascade Communications (1994), Sycamore Networks (1999), Airvana (2007), and A123 Systems (2009).
2 MIT Bulletin 2010-2011, “Deshpande Center for Techonological Innovation,” available at http://web.mit.edu/
catalog/inter.resea.dcti.html, accessed January 23, 2007.
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In addition to proof of concept funding, the Center also provided support to projects in the form
of mentoring, publicity, and business connections. By 2009, the Deshpande Center for Technological
Innovation had distributed over $10 million in support of more than 80 projects; over 23 of these
evolved into independent startups that had raised over $300 million in independent venture
financing. For an example of an innovation introduced into the commercial market through the
support of the Deshpande Center for Technological Innovation, see Exhibit 3.

Early Development of the Social Entrepreneurship Sandbox
The success of the Deshpande Center for Technological Innovation gave Desh an idea. He recalled
in a Silicon India op-ed: “In the process of working with the center at MIT, we realized that innovation
has a role to play, not only in the most sophisticated technology but in solving every problem in the
world.”3 Though Desh knew that his childhood community, Hubli-Dharwad, faced a very different
set of challenges to growth and development than did Cambridge, Massachusetts, he was also
convinced of an underlying similarity between the two:
In both MIT and Hubli, there is a gap between practical needs and innovative solutions. In
MIT, we have brilliant innovations without any relevant applications. In Hubli, the needs are
extreme but there aren’t enough innovative solutions.
Desh and Jaishree were hopeful but unsure that the MIT Deshpande Center’s mission—to create a
nexus between innovation and real-world problems—could be successfully modified and transferred
to such a different context. But in 2007,4 they decided to try. With an initial commitment of $10
million for the first two years, the Social Entrepreneurship Sandbox was launched.

The Sandbox Region
Eight thousand miles away from the manicured banks of Cambridge’s Charles River, the Sandbox
was an eclectic sprawl of rural villages, second- and third-tier cities, and peri-urban communities in
the southern state of Karnataka. The region encompassed five districts5 and approximately ten
million people. (For a map and demographic profile of the region, see Exhibit 4.) At one end of the
spectrum, Hubli-Dharwad, the epicenter and physical base of the Sandbox’s operations, was the
second-largest city in the state, with a busy train route, airport, business hotels, and a sizable middleclass. At the other end, over 70% of the Sandbox’s population was rural and the area included over
4,000 villages. Desh explained that in drawing the geographic boundaries, “We wanted to pick an
area large enough to represent different types of problems that exist in India and give people a
chance to try out the greatest range of solutions, but small enough so limited resources could make a
difference.”
Overall, the area perfectly illustrated the central challenge of Indian development: while the
country overall had an impressive 8% growth rate—indeed, the booming IT hub of Bangalore a mere
400 km away was the flagship of India’s success—large pockets remained untouched, and huge

3 Desh Deshpande, “An Inspiring Approach to Bridging the Gap,” Silicon India Magazine (August 29, 2007), available at
http://www.siliconindia.com/magazine_articles/An_inspiring_approach_to_bridging_the_gap.html, accessed November 16,
2010.
4 Though some preliminary grants were made in 2005, full-scale Sandbox operations began in 2007.
5 The five districts were: Belgaum, Dharwad, Gadag, Haveri, and Uttara Kannada
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segments of the population continued to live on less than $2 dollars per day.6 Efforts had been made
in the past to stimulate the region’s economy, and many pieces of the development puzzle—
infrastructure, universities, a nonprofit sector—were at least nominally in place. In fact, a 2002
McKinsey report to the government of Karnataka identified Hubli-Dharwad as “an emerging growth
engine” for IT and IT-enabled services based on the area’s infrastructure and large educated
workforce.7 Yet overall, as illustrated by the Hubli IT Park’s failure, the region had seen little
progress. The presence of so many ingredients of development coupled with the failure to actually
produce results convinced Desh that the area would benefit from a fresh approach to its old and
pervasive problems.

Founding Vision
In 2007, Jaishree described the Sandbox’s founding vision: “Our hope is that if we support this
initiative for five to ten years, the Sandbox will become a hotbed of social entrepreneurship, just like
Boston and Silicon Valley are for high-tech entrepreneurship.” The energy, the activity, and the sense
of scale surrounding entrepreneurship and innovation in the famed hubs were qualities that Desh
and Jaishree hoped to replicate. But Desh cautioned that the comparison had its limits:
Entrepreneurs in India should not make the mistake of trying to do a start-up like
entrepreneurs in Boston or Silicon Valley. It's not necessary for India to produce the next
Facebook or Google. Masses in India don't need Facebook as much as they need good
infrastructure and education… India can be a leader in low-cost, high-volume innovations.
That’s the particular demand we have here.
The Sandbox initiative would provide the space and resources to help social entrepreneurs test
and scale innovative, potentially high-impact ideas. Desh and Jaishree also identified four
overarching guidelines for the Sandbox’s work: it would only support projects operating within the
prescribed region; it would work in close collaboration with grantees; it would focus on helping good
ideas grow to scale; and, wherever possible, it would encourage the adoption of commercial
operating principles for social enterprises. Beyond these parameters, they left the programmatic
details vague and flexible. The Sandbox would be a place where individuals and organizations with
innovative solutions to pressing social needs could experiment and build their organizations to scale
without fear of failure.
The Sandbox: Early Decisions
Having broadly defined their vision, Desh and Jaishree and the DF board (see Exhibit 5) made
several operational decisions. First, they decided to base the project out of a local university, as they
did at MIT, rather than requesting government-owned land. They believed it would provide the
Center with a critical local toehold to integrate into the community and provide legitimacy.
To their surprise, the first person they approached with the idea — Dr. Ashok Shettar, principal of
Hubli’s B.V. Bhoomaraddi College of Engineering and Technology (BVB College) — enthusiastically

6 In 2010, despite being one of the fastest growing nations in the world, India was ranked 119 out of 169 countries based on the
UN Development Program’s Human Development Index (HDI)—a composite national measure for health, education and
income. Source: UNDP India Press Release (November 4, 2010), available at http://www.undp.org.in/sites/
default/files/mediarelease/GHDR2010-PR.pdf, accessed March 3, 2011.
7 “Senior

Official to Oversee Hubli Development,” Times of India, (April 6, 2002). Available
http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/2002-04-06/bangalore/27136156_1_hubli-kshema-technologies-and-tataengineering-colleges, accessed February 20, 2011.
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embraced both the philosophy of the Sandbox and the considerable practical demands of the
partnership. Shettar, an unwavering champion of the Sandbox, recounted:
When Desh approached me about this opportunity, I didn’t hesitate. There is a huge and
underappreciated value to students getting this kind of exposure. Typically in India, we don’t
connect our education with society at any point in time. Both exist in isolation, particularly in
the field of engineering. But in essence, an education should be satisfying the needs of society.
We thought this partnership was an excellent opportunity to start.
Second, though the Sandbox project technically had only one employee at the time, they decided
to construct a new, $2 million structure, on the BVB campus to house Sandbox operations. There were
a number of people, both insiders and outsiders, who expressed strong concern about the incongruity
of working for some of the poorest people in the world from such a lavish, expensive structure. While
Desh understood their hesitations, he held that: “It was important to create a structure with iconic
value that reflected the scale of our goals, a place that could draw people in and gave us room to
grow.”
Their final, and perhaps most important, preliminary decision was to bring on Naveen Jha as
Director of the Sandbox initiative. Deshpande Foundation Executive Director Nishith Acharya had
been instrumental in helping Desh and Jaishree think through the Sandbox concept from the
Foundation’s Massachusetts-based office; but they all agreed that for the high-engagement model
they envisioned to succeed, they would need an on-the-ground implementer in Hubli to manage the
Sandbox’s operations. A native of Bihar, India and a recipient of the competitive International Ford
Foundation Fellowship, Naveen had just completed his Master’s in International Development at
Brandeis University. Previously, he had worked for six years at PRADAN, a northern India-based
nonprofit that ran a variety of social welfare initiatives. Desh remembered: “The fact that he was from
India but had lived in the United States was important in our selection. We wanted someone with a
sense of both cultures.”
Naveen was keen to work for an organization where all of the energy would be focused on
creating high-impact social action. He recalled:
In the nonprofits I had worked, most of the time was spent raising money and
convincing funders of what we were doing. Program managers from the funding
agencies rarely understood the situation on the ground, so we had to be careful to select
problems and approaches whose impact could be measured. It was very difficult to try
new approaches because they could fail and risk our funding. In some ways the funding
agency, not the beneficiaries, became the customer. Desh gave me the chance to create a
new type of organization that focused entirely on the actual social impact.

Building a Critical Mass of Innovation
The official “launch” of the Sandbox was preceded by a flurry of effort to attract as much
innovation—individuals or organizations, local, national or international—to the area as possible.
During the initial phase, since dubbed the “crash and burn” phase, Jaishree explained that the idea
was simply to generate “as much activity as possible, get momentum for this idea, and see what
would happen.” The needs in the community were plentiful and obvious. The emphasis was to draw
in innovative solutions and entice organizations to focus on the area.
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Attracting Organizations
The Sandbox used grants to lure nonprofits into the Hubli-Dharwad region from all over India
and internationally. Within the first year, the Foundation had attracted 23 new organizations to the
Sandbox, and funded an additional 17 local organizations. The newcomers included such big-name,
high-powered organizations as Habitat for Humanity, Technoserve, Oxfam India, and Ashoka.
But the failure rate was high, particularly for international organizations transplanted into the
Sandbox. Furthermore, the international organizations typically required nearly four times the
amount of funding that local organizations did. Technoserve, for example, a US-based nonprofit, was
given $200,475 over two years—among the largest grants made by the Sandbox between 2005 and
2010. Program Officer Dulcie Madden noted that, “For the majority of Indian nonprofits, that amount
of money is a full year’s operating budget.” But the large financial commitment yielded few visible
results, as Madden recalled:
We thought Technoserve, with its focus on using business solutions to fight poverty, would
be a great fit with the Sandbox’s mission. It also had a great reputation and very bright people
on the team, many of whom were former investment bankers and McKinsey consultants. But
while their idea was promising—holding a social enterprise business plan competition—there
was a mismatch of expectations and a notable lack of commitment. They had only one
employee overseeing Hubli operations, based [8 hours away] in Bangalore who would come
for one month out of six. It quickly became clear that they were only [in Hubli-Dharwad]
because we were paying them to be there. We quickly found that this sort of “helicopter
development” had little to no impact on the community.
These expensive failures confirmed an early suspicion: having qualified organizations that had
implemented innovative solutions in other regions wasn’t enough. A solid commitment to and from
the local community was needed.

Global Exchange Program
To further bring in new ways of thinking, the Sandbox also established the Global Exchange
Program (GEP) in January 2008. Based on Desh’s belief that “an injection of talent and new ideas”
could catalyze innovation, the GEP brought young, Western professionals into the Sandbox as
Fellows to work with local NGOs for a year. The hope was that the Fellows would bring a fresh
perspective to the Sandbox’s NGO partners. But, again, the first year fell far short of expectations.
Many Fellows had difficulty adjusting to life in a small, traditional Indian city. The different working
culture was also a challenge; Fellows often butted heads with the management of the nonprofits
within which they were placed. Of the 13 original Fellows, four dropped out before the program had
ended and three others faced significant problems with their NGO placements. In the second and
third years of the program, GEP Program Officer Meenakshi Agrawal made the selection process
more rigorous, downscaled the program, and required NGOs to pay for a portion of the Fellows’
stipend, resulting in both improved retention rates and impact. Nonetheless, a senior staffer noted:
“GEP proved to be an unexpected challenge. GEP Fellows came in and earned more off the bat than
any local NGO staff, creating some tension with local staff. We’re still struggling to find the right
model”

Building Local Capacity
The expensive failures of the international nonprofits and the challenges of the Global Exchange
Program made it clear that simply funneling money and “one-size-fits-all” innovation into the
7
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Sandbox wasn’t enough to affect real, community-wide change. The approach that worked at MIT
bridged the gap between innovation and practical relevance. But it succeeded in an environment that
was rich in entrepreneurial talent and where venture based funding and governance were wellaccepted. The Sandbox region had neither a local culture of entrepreneurship, nor the institutional
structures to guide organizations as they grew.
Desh observed, “We learned that for funding to be effective, it must be driven by local needs and
ensure that there is local commitment and capacity to use resources effectively.” This marked a
critical shift in thinking—rather than looking to the outside world to bring innovation into the
Sandbox, they re-focused efforts on strengthening the entrepreneurial potential of the local
community.
Between June 2008 and November 2010, largely as a result of Naveen’s vision and efforts, six
programs emerged designed to foster entrepreneurial interest and aptitude across different segments
of the local population. These attempts to, in Nishith’s words, “embed innovation into the fabric of
the culture” became central to the Sandbox’s mission.

Educating next-generation entrepreneurs: LEAD Program and the Entrepreneurship
Academy
The Leaders Accelerating Development Program (LEAD) was the Sandbox’s first systematic
attempt to stimulate innovative, entrepreneurial problem-solving from within the community. The
program, which Naveen began informally with 90 BVB College students, provided small-scale
funding (~$10-$50) and support for small teams of college students to propose and implement
innovative solutions to local problems. The projects themselves, though often highly creative or
impactful, were not the main goal of the program; rather, it was to “empower youth as leaders of
their community, and give them an outlet for creative problem-solving.” For example, one student
who walked through a poor neighborhood to school every day noticed that many of the children
were sick. He researched the problem and was told that just having clean nails and hands would
result in a meaningful change. He applied for a small grant, bought nail cutters and set up a clinic to
teach the children how to cut their nails and keep their hands clean. The grant was then extended to
buy nail cutters for many households. Other projects include road construction in slum communities,
vaccination camps, and development of novel, inexpensive water filters.
The program faced significant initial pushback from the community, a LEAD program manager
recalled: “Many parents and school administrators felt strongly that students should just be studying
and taking their exams without distraction.” But students were enthusiastic, and LEAD quickly
became the Sandbox’s largest and fastest growing program. By 2010, despite introducing a small
participation fee, it had grown to nearly 10,000 student participants from more than 50 different
universities within the Sandbox region.
LEAD was later supplemented by the Entrepreneurship Academy program (EA), a partnership
between the Sandbox and local universities. With the Sandbox’s support, in 2007 BVB College had
become the first university in India to offer and subsequently require a course on “Social Innovation”.
The EA program sought to help other universities integrate entrepreneurship into their curriculums.
Naveen explained the rationale for the program he created: “We realized that sparking
entrepreneurial thinking and creativity in individual students [through LEAD] was important, but to
some extent it was a self-selecting group who chose to do the projects; we wanted to reach everyone,
especially middle-class students who had never been forced to engage with the real world problems
they drove by every day.”
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Through training sessions and materials, EA helped faculty and administrators develop a set of
courses that taught students the fundamentals of entrepreneurship and introduced the idea that any
student could create a new enterprise that made a difference in their community. Like LEAD, much
of the curriculum emphasized experiential learning— a novel and controversial approach in an
educational system that was traditionally memorization-based. By 2010, nine local universities had
joined the Entrepreneurship Academy. Nonetheless, with over 200 universities in the Sandbox
region, the program had high hopes to expand further.

Building entrepreneurial management capacity: Deshpande Fellowship Program
The Deshpande Fellowship Program (DFP) was created to address a different but related problem
that Naveen had observed in his work with Indian nonprofits. Many NGOs suffered from strong
leadership with weak middle management, and therefore could not grow beyond the capacity of
their founders. Many educated, highly motivated post-graduates in the nonprofit sector lacked the
concrete skills to act as effective change agents. He had seen, for example, that many graduates of
well-respected local universities were unable to communicate effectively, analyze project needs, work
effectively in teams or manage complex implementations. Through DFP, Naveen hoped to educate,
“capable, entrepreneurial middle-managers—people who can be the link between the founders’ high
level vision, and the grassroots, on-the-ground beneficiaries. Without someone who can successfully
move between those two worlds, even the best idea will fail as it scales up.”
Naveen and Sandbox staffers used Google to devise a curriculum for an intensive, six-month
mini-MBA designed to teach graduates the “entrepreneurial skills necessary for effective
management and leadership.” Participants, predominantly from the local area, met from 7AM-10PM
six or seven days per week for training in technology, finance, impact evaluation, and 25 other
modules. The curriculum consisted of both classroom work and an extensive field work component,
often in partnership with Sandbox grantees. Initially, the Sandbox offered a stipend to participants;
but by the third year, demand for the program had grown sufficiently to allow them to increase
tuition to cover costs of the program. The average graduate saw his or her annual income increase
from Rs 72,000 to Rs 1,80,000 (from $1,600 to $4,000) after becoming a Deshpande Fellow.
Furthermore, 26% of graduates went on to start their own social enterprises. Between 2008 and 2010,
nearly one hundred students had graduated from the Deshpande Fellowship Program.
Building support and awareness in the local community: Development Dialogue, TiE, Champions Program
Desh and Jaishree believed the Sandbox’s most challenging, and in many ways most critical
impact, would be to create genuine excitement around its mission and make entrepreneurship a
desired, competitive career that attracted the most capable people. Doing so required engaging
established stakeholders, showcasing local heroes and role models, and engaging the business
community to see their own businesses as potentially high growth entrepreneurial ventures.
The Deshpandes used their contacts to bring other prominent and successful entrepreneurs to the
unlikely destination of Hubli. Every year, they invited nearly 500 academics, businesspeople, and
NGO leaders to Hubli for the Development Dialogue—a three-day conference that gave Sandbox
participants the opportunity to share their work and interact with a diverse international crowd,
ranging from an MIT Professor to a Gates Foundation representative. Recalled one local NGO leader,
“The First Development Dialogue was a turning point if you ask me; it re-energized the NGO
community. We never get foreigners in Hubli, so it really opened us up to new concepts and
terminologies. And, though it sounds small, I think one of the most important things it did was
validate the work we do.”

9
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Sandbox leaders quickly realized that for the core organizational ethos—social development
through entrepreneurship and innovation— to really catch on, they would need to promote
engagement between the broader population and the community around them. The Sandbox staff
established a local chapter of TiE (The Indus Entrepreneurs), an international organization of over
12,000 entrepreneurs, mostly of Southeast Asian descent, in 54 countries. In Hubli, more than 50 local
business leaders joined and attended regular meetings focused on fostering entrepreneurship and on
learning from others around the globe.
The final initiative was the Champions Program—a program to get successful local professionals
involved in solving problems in their community. Each ‘Champion’ learned about the development
sector through a series of site visits and discussions over the course of six months. After graduation,
each ‘Champion’ would select a non-profit organization and then spend time over the year to
improve its operations. These activities raised awareness the Sandbox activities and of the power of
entrepreneurship in the community. In the year since it had begun, Champions had graduated from
the program 52 professionals, and another 15 were enrolled and expected to graduate in December
2010.
Creating a New Funding Model
As the Sandbox’s capacity building and awareness programs grew throughout the community, it
also developed an unconventional funding model for its grant making and business incubation
program (Entrepreneurs-in-Residence). Speaking at a 2010 Deshpande Foundation event, Desh
summarized his view of the challenges facing the nonprofit sector:
The primary difference between the non-profit and for-profit [markets] is that the for-profit
market is very Darwinian in nature... if you don’t compete and keep your customers happy,
you’ll be out of business. If you have a restaurant that serves bad masala dosas for two weeks,
you will be out of business…in a good free market economy, the competition drives you; you
cannot get to the point where you say, ‘I’m done,’ and just survive. Every day, you have to
innovate and come up with new ideas, and you constantly have to fight for that customer. In
the nonprofit sector, generally a high-level of execution is not required because people don’t
complain. Your customers don’t believe they have the “buying power”… Usually it’s not
entirely [the NGOs] fault. NGOs in India are like underfunded startups: they start with a big
dream, struggle to survive, lose focus, and barely make a living.
Furthermore, Naveen noted, dominant practices of traditional nonprofit funding sources put
young nonprofits and social entrepreneurs with new, untested ideas at a significant disadvantage:
With traditional foundations and the government, nonprofits must demonstrate strong
performance measurement and evaluation. Standards are so rigid that failure isn’t an option,
and that discourages established nonprofits from trying new things. However, many
important characteristics of the organizations and people who will make a difference, like
passion, commitment and willingness to embrace experimentation, are impossible to quantify.
The traditional approaches make it tough for new nonprofits with new ideas to access capital.
Given their goal of creating a social entrepreneurship environment similar to that of Silicon
Valley or Boston, they looked to the engines of entrepreneurial growth in those areas—venture
capital firms—for inspiration in developing their core funding principles.

10
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Core Funding Principles
The Sandbox’s direct support model sought to encourage experimentation and innovation without
compromising performance expectations. To achieve this difficult balance they developed core
funding principles similar to those used by venture capital firms: people-based selection, hands-on
involvement and support, stage-based evaluation and management, growing to scale, and
development of an exit strategy.

People-Based Selection
The Sandbox had a people-centered approach to its selection of grantees that placed more
importance on the person than the idea. Desh explained: “We never know what type of idea will
work and what won’t. Ideas that seem great fail and ideas that seem bad succeed. But we can predict
with some certainty the sort of people that will succeed, even if it takes them several tries.”
Sandbox representatives met all potential grantees in person, and looked for certain intangibles—
passion, tenacity, creativity, execution capacity, adaptability—rather than extensive experience.
Naveen also noted: “Our first question for an organization that seeks funding is ‘who will implement
the plan in Hubli?’ Not the big person sitting in the central office in Bangalore who can say all of the
right things, but who is the person who will oversee this every day? The most important predictor of
success for an organization is having good people on the ground.” They were willing to fund a
project if the person showed enthusiasm and could speak passionately about the need and how the
solution they proposed would address it. In such cases they were willing to give a small amount of
money and “see what happened.”
The Sandbox sponsored a number of organizations that they believed validated this approach.
One such organization was Samarthanam. In 2008, the founder had approached the Sandbox about
expanding his small organization for the visually disabled into Hubli. The organization ran a number
of unique initiatives, including call-center training to help visually impaired persons secure
employment, and blind cricket, an activity that demonstrated the capabilities of visually impaired
people. Supporting Samarthanam would be a gamble—the founder was young, had limited
management experience, and there was no precedent to help predict success. But the Sandbox staff
was impressed with the level of passion shown by the founder, himself visually disabled. They gave
him a small grant of $20,000; within two years, he had grown the organization to serve nearly 500
visually disabled and was working to create a scalable model that could be used by companies
seeking to hire visually impaired people.

Hands-On Involvement
A central element of the Sandbox funding model was on-going engagement with grantees, often
providing significant input on organizational direction, strategy, management, and operations.
Rather than simply conducting an annual review to see whether a set of performance targets had
been met—the practice of most institutional funding sources—the Sandbox engaged in an extended
dialogue, including quarterly site visits by program officers and additional monthly check-ins with
NGO leaders at the Sandbox offices.
Grants were rarely provided to fund general operating expenses. Desh and Jaishree saw funding
as an opportunity to identify and change areas of organizational weakness—for example, to create a
fundraising department—or to launch pilot programs or scale effective ones. The funding recipient
and Sandbox staff arrived at grant purposes collaboratively. In the case of Agastya, the NGO
dedicated to developing science talent, the Sandbox provided the funds to pay for an experienced
COO to add management strength as the organization grew. A program officer explained that, “The
11
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Sandbox might start with ten ideas for the organization, and the organization would have another
ten, and we go back and forth until we’ve reached an idea of what deliverables we’re looking for.
And then we’ll engage in the same process to help them meet the deliverables.” The head of a local
women’s empowerment NGO summarized the Foundation’s approach: “They don’t boss us around
but they’re very involved.”
The high-level of engagement between Sandbox staff and the NGO project staff they funded
frequently resulted in these NGOs adopting more rigorous, entrepreneurial practices that had
become standard in building high impact VC-backed ventures. This included market segmentation to
better tailor services to the needs of users, diversification of funding sources, implementation of
service quality measures and professional accounting and audits and staged funding that financed
progress until the next milestone.
Some NGO leaders, however, were less enthusiastic about the Sandbox’s involvement with
organizations’ internal affairs. A microfinance grantee, for example, butted heads with Sandbox staff
when the grantee tried to launch a dairy co-op as an ancillary business. Naveen insisted that, to
pursue the project, they would have to hire a CFO with experience in the dairy business. The CEO
wanted to hire a friend he trusted to fill the role. After back and forth arguments for months, Naveen
and the Sandbox staff prevailed.

Stage-Based Support and Evaluation
The Sandbox staff also believed that the support provided, and the expectations for future
support, should be based on each organization’s stage of evolution. As such, the Sandbox support
strategy was stage-based, and rested on the assumption that each stage of organizational growth (see
Exhibit 6) had common inflection points that held a high likelihood of failure. Therefore, appropriate
mentoring and resources at those critical junctures were a central focus of the Foundation’s grant
making efforts. The actual support varied, from financial support to hire high profile board members
to the provision of market sector, strategic, or operational expertise. But all support resources were
provided with a single goal in mind: to help the organization get to the next level of development.
Sandbox staff also adopted a stage-based approach to the evaluation of organizations rather than
relying on uniform metrics (see Exhibit 7) Earlier stage organizations faced more subjective and
flexible milestones. Later stage organizations were evaluated with more objective and quantifiable
criteria that were comparable across multiple organizations. Given the central focus on innovation
and a tolerance for uncertainty and risk, Sandbox staff were also willing to accept what might
otherwise be considered “failure.” Desh noted:
If we fund something, it may work, it may not. Because we try to fund organizations testing
new ideas, many of them fail. We expect that. So if something doesn’t work, then the question
is why? The biggest red flag is a lack of commitment from the leaders. But if it’s because of
external factors that management can prove to us that it has adjusted for, then we’ll fund it
again. We understand that ideas that can really change the world involve a lot of educated trial
and error.
In the early stages of an organization’s life, the focus was on the idea. Was it viable? Did it create
value for the people served? Was it cost effective? As the organization progressed and the idea was
established, the focus shifted to operations. Did the organization have the people and processes in
place to manage its operations without the intervention of the founders at every step? Did it have
plans to grow and increase the impact of its ideas? By the time the organization reached the growth
phase, the focus turned to growth and the controls and management that would be required. Did the
business have the right management team to scale the operation? Was the founder capable of leading
12
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a large and complex enterprise? Finally, the focus shifted to capabilities required to make a successful
organization self-sustaining and continuously innovating. What were the sustainable models for
raising funds? Could the business get reliable funding from government or other agencies that were
focused on their area of competence?

Push to Scale
At every stage, the Sandbox emphasis was on finding ways to scale the effort so that it could have
a meaningful impact on the community. As Naveen explained, “We work to find models that work
and then ramp up funding to let that organization achieve a national or global scale. It takes so much
effort and resources to get a model that works that we should invest in scaling it. It is far more
efficient for us to support and grow one successful organization that can feed a million children than
to find and build a thousand organizations that feed a thousand each. ”
But encouraging organizations to scale was not always easy. A program officer remarked on the
resistance he had faced: “It’s a question of changing the mindset, which unavoidably takes time.
When they start working with us, nearly every NGO leader says, ‘scaling isn’t my cup of tea.’ The
few that were willing to scale thought that we meant going from helping 100 farmers to helping 120
farmers. The program officer for AME explained, “We approached them and said that our goal was
to get to 1200 farmers—not 120 farmers in a year and to reach all 50,000 farmers in the Sandbox in
five years.”
One of the Sandbox flagship NGO partners, and a prime example of an organization that had
benefitted from its emphasis on achieving scale was Akshaya Patra. Operations began at five schools
in Bangalore, feeding 1,500 students. In 2004, Akshaya Patra opened a kitchen in Hubli-Dharwad
with Sandbox funding. Though they had attracted attention for their successes, Akshaya Patra had
yet to fully develop the production and distribution processes that would allow them to scale; the
Sandbox provided a crucial pilot space for them to test new technologies and streamline their
processes. Through Sandbox support, Akshaya Patra’s kitchens, which were built to operate on a
centralized model, were able to invest in new technologies, refine their processes and tighten their
supply chain to rapidly build capacity. Within a year, they were able to double the number of
children they served from the Hubli kitchen—100,000 to 200,000 with only a 20 percent increase in
kitchen capacity. Sandbox staff also encouraged Akshaya Patra to work with Infosys, one of the
largest Indian IT outsourcing companies, to evaluate Akshaya Patra’s information systems and
controls, Nielsen to audit their results in the field, and PWC to audit their financials. The processes
developed in the Sandbox were applied in operations across India.
By 2010, the Sandbox had helped six organizations scale throughout the Sandbox and beyond.
And even those organizations that hadn’t grown to scale noticed a widespread change; noted the
leader of a small, early-stage nonprofit: “They introduced an entirely new vocabulary to the nonprofit
community [in Hubli]. Scaling wasn’t even something we had thought about.”

Exit Strategy
Finally, the Sandbox was committed to identifying an appropriate exit point for every funding
engagement. As explained in foundation literature: “We do not believe in an unending cycle of
support—rather, we are catalysts who help jumpstart expansion and development.” In keeping with
the Sandbox’s highly personalized grant making model, the specific “exit point” differed from case to
case. In some cases, for example SATHI, an organization dedicated to assisting the large number of
Indian children living on railway platforms, a Sandbox staffer noted:
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They’re doing a good job and important work, but their presence here [in Hubli] is only
because we’re giving them money. India, in general, suffers from a lack of ‘market test’ for
government-funded nonprofits. After funding expires, they disappear. That’s not the kind of
organization we want to fund.
In such instances, the Sandbox would gradually withdraw its financial commitment over a couple
of years. Ideally, through its collaborative grant making, the Sandbox sought to help organizations
professionalize their operations and become self-sustaining, and within five to seven years move to a
stage at which they had established a stable base of independent financial support. Those who
couldn’t or wouldn’t survive without the Foundation’s financial support would be cut off or
encouraged to seek other sources of funding. The ability of an organization to get paid for its services
or convince independent donors of its value served as a small ’market test’ of its ability to survive in
a competitive fundraising world. In the case of Akshay Patra, Sandbox staff encouraged the
organization to seek new sustainable sources of support to fund its increasing scale. They funded
Akshaya Patra USA, fund raising operation in Boston, paying for the first year of operations,
recruiting a local director and providing office space in Boston.

Future Direction
The Sandbox had adopted a quickly evolving, fluid approach that adapted and grew in real time,
even as the central vision remained relatively constant. Reflecting on the past three years, Naveen
remembered with a slight laugh: “We had no idea where this was going at first. We thought we were
going to rent out all the rooms in our new building to our university partner as we grew. Now we
don’t have enough space for everything we want to do. We’re writing the cookbook as we are
preparing the meal, and luckily it’s working.”

Short-Term Growth Plans
The rapid rate of growth of the Sandbox showed no signs of slowing in the near future. Though
Naveen scoffed at the idea of a formal strategic growth plan (“Why wait if the opportunity is
there?”)—intense, case-by-case discussions with Desh and Jaishree were instead how big decisions
were made—he had ambitious plans for the Sandbox’s short-term growth. These included expanding
the capacity of all Sandbox programs except the Global Exchange Program, and spinning off the
Deshpande Fellowship Program, LEAD, and Entrepreneurship Academy as self-sustainable and
financially independent operations, following the Sandbox’s own principle of having an exit strategy
for all programs. They were also scheduled to launch more rurally-focused counterparts to the people
development programs in Hubli-Dharwad by January 2011.
There were also extensive plans for new infrastructure and programs to further expand the
Sandbox’s capacity. These included:
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•

A $3 million dollar branch of the Sandbox in a small town in the northern part of the Sandbox,
where operations had previously been relatively sparse;

•

A new $1 million science center for the public in Hubli; the center would be partly funded by
the State Government and would be integrated into the approach used by Agastya to provide
hands-on science education to rural children;

•

A technology-training program for Sandbox residents;
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A $1 million for-profit venture fund for local projects. The goal was to enable local
entrepreneurs to launch over 100 small for-profit businesses within a year.

Strategic Challenges
Unlike most nonprofit ventures, the main challenge to the Sandbox in 2010 was not funding. Desh
and Jaishree had strong personal investment in the project and the funds to back Naveen’s big
dreams. Naveen explained that, “budget isn’t ever really a problem. If I have an idea and talk to Desh
and Jaishree about it, as long as I have a lot of excitement about it, they will trust me.” Thus, they
faced a different set of questions moving forward.
The organization’s rapid expansion had elicited concerns that it was moving in too many
directions at once without having sufficiently defined or refined its own model. Some within the
Sandbox team wondered whether the programmatic growth had, perhaps, clouded a coherent sense
of vision or organizational focus. Even Naveen, the visionary behind most of the Sandbox’s
initiatives, acknowledged, “It’s tough to know when to stop doing things by instinct.” At a 2010
Sandbox conference, Desh cautioned against, “NGO’s trying to do everything, and not good at any
particular thing.” Now, with such wide-ranging future plans, was the Sandbox headed toward that
fate?
Furthermore, there had been little time or effort to step back and evaluate outcomes. The
Deshpande Foundation had never undertaken a comprehensive evaluation of its impact through the
Sandbox initiative; thus, there were no concrete data to prove its success, even as Desh and Jaishree
continued to invest large sums of money. This was compounded by the inherent challenge of
applying quantifiable metrics to social goals— particularly when the funded organizations
themselves were going through different stages of growth. The Sandbox’s deliverables— “more
acceptance of experimentation in society, greater civic engagement to solve local problems, a marked
increase in entrepreneurial ventures”— did not lend themselves to simple quantitative evaluation.
Nonetheless, anecdotal evidence was highly encouraging to the team, and Naveen proclaimed
confidently: “I am not worried about the numbers. The numbers will be huge.” Others in the
organization were more direct: “Maybe we need more formal evaluation, but it does not take a big
study to see that helping an organization to feed 1.2 million children every day is a huge
accomplishment. Do we really need a big study to prove that having the lowest cost school lunch
program in the world is worth the investment we have made? We are so deeply involved that we can
see what is working and what is not.” (See Exhibit 10 for the performance scorecard used by
Endeavor—a global non-profit organization with the mission of catalyzing high impact for-profit and
not-for-profit entrepreneurship.)8

Global Impact?
Desh, like Naveen, was confident in the Sandbox’s impact, even without a formal evaluation.
And, the objective of the program had always been that the Sandbox initiative could provide a new
model for development efforts, one that promoted local, innovation-driven entrepreneurship as the
engine of development.
Now, Desh wondered if they should be examining the entire program, as they would assess a
project. After three years, in what stage of development were the various programs in the Sandbox?
Further, in what stage of development was the Sandbox itself? What capabilities were needed to scale
8 For more information about Endeavor’s approach to promoting entrepreneurship in developing nations, see HBS Case 9-810-

049, Endeavor: Creating a Global Movement for High-Impact Entrepreneurship by William A. Sahlman (2009).
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an “innovation catalyst” like the Sandbox to enable it to have a broader impact? Finally, Desh
questioned: Should the Deshpande Foundation and he and Jashree personally be considering their
own “exit strategy” from Sandbox? Clearly, it hadn’t yet reached the stage of being self-sustaining-but should he be pushing it in this direction?
And, of course, at the back of Desh’s mind was the question he would have to answer when he
returned to the U.S. in a week—could the Sandbox model be applied to revitalize the cities of
Lawrence and Lowell in Massachusetts? (See Exhibits 11a and 11b for more detail on the region and
its needs.)
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Hubli IT Park and Deshpande Center for Social Entrepreneurship

The Hubli IT Park

Deshpande Center for Social Entrepreneurship
Source:

Casewriters and the Deshpande Foundation.
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Local business owners

June 2008

January 2009

November 2009

January 2008

December 2007

March 2008

January 2008

Deshpande Fellowship
Program (DFP)

Hubli Champions

Entrepreneurship
Academy (EA)

Global Exchange
Program (GEP)

(Social) Entrepreneurs
in Residence (SEiR)

The Indus
Entrepreneurs- Hubli
Chapter (TiE)

Development Dialogue

Source:

Entrepreneurs (Social
Enterprise or For-Profit)

July 2007

Leaders Accelerating
Development (LEAD)

Casewriters, based on company documents.

Academics, business
leaders, nonprofit
leaders

Young, foreign
professionals and
college students

College students

Local professionals/
influential community
leaders

Young professionals
and recent university
graduates

College students

NGOs

March 2007

Grant making

Target Group

Founded

Sandbox Program List and Overview

Program Name

Exhibit 2

12 participants

120 delegates

Business networking group designed to
strengthen local for-profit business
community
Annual three-day conference to discuss
best practices in nonprofit management in a
cross-sector, global forum.

3 businesses

13 Fellows

Brings Western professionals and students
into the Sandbox to a) bring new ways of
thinking about problems to NGOs; b) test
out innovations.
An incubation program that provides
funding, facilities, and mentoring services to
start-up enterprises.

1 university

22
professionals

22 students

90 students

42
organizations

Initial Level of
Participation

Partnership program between local
universities and DF to develop
entrepreneurship focused courses in the
curriculum.

Program participants meet once every
month for six months to visit local nonprofits
and discuss ways in which they can
participate in community development
efforts.

A 6-month mini-MBA for young
professionals and recent graduates looking
to work in the social sector.

Provides funding to small teams of college
students to complete small projects in their
communities

Provides grants to innovative organizations
with scalable ideas

Description

624 attendees

53 participants

17 businesses

26 students

9 universities

(52 alumni)

15 professionals

(99 alumni)

22 students

10,000 students

53 organizations

Current Level of
Participation

-18-

$28,889

$0

$19,461

$160,000

$10,462

$34,623

$69,366

$39,729

$1,201,197

2010 Budget
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Deshpande Center for Technological Innovation (MIT) Sample Project

MIT DESHPANDE CENTER INNOVATION GRANT WINNER SECURES START-UP CAPITAL, FORMS 3-D
IMAGING COMPANY

Three Leading Venture Firms Fund Commercial Development Of Brontes Technologies' Imaging
Breakthrough
October 18, 2004
CAMBRIDGE, MA -- A research team that was among the first to receive an Innovation Grant from
MIT's Deshpande Center for Technological Innovation has formed a new company, Brontes
Technologies, Inc. and raised its first round of financing from three top-tier venture capital firms.
Bain Capital Ventures, Charles River Ventures, and IDG Ventures provided the first institutional
funding for the company, which is developing a compact, portable, and highly versatile system
capable of quantifiable three-dimensional imaging for a multitude of imaging applications.
"3-D technology has traditionally had numerous barriers that greatly limited its use," said Eric Paley,
CEO and co-founder of the company. "Brontes Technologies intends to commercialize the
innovations achieved during more than three years of research at MIT to break current market
barriers with solutions that finally live up to the promise of 3-D imaging." Paley said the company
expects to finish development of its system and begin outreach to potential customers in early 2006.
The MIT research team that developed the new technology was led by Professor Douglas Hart,
Research Scientist Dr. Janos Rohaly, and two PhD candidates, Federico Frigerio and Sheng Tan.
After the team won the Deshpande Center Innovation Grant in October 2002, it recruited Paley and
Micah Rosenbloom to evaluate the project's commercial potential, develop a business plan, and raise
capital. The team subsequently tapped other Deshpande Center resources for advice on protection
of intellectual property, help with market research and development, and assistance in raising
capital.
"Brontes is working with a truly innovative technology that can enable a vast array of potential
applications," said Ted Dintersmith, general partner of Charles River Ventures. "The Brontes team
combines the mix of business and technical excellence required to define new applications and
deliver them rapidly to customers in markets where there is the greatest need."
Charles L. Cooney, faculty director of the Deshpande Center, said that "with its fast start, Brontes
Technologies has made the leap from research lab to new enterprise in exactly the way we
envisioned when the Deshpande Center was formed in 2002." Two of the four initial Deshpande
Center Innovation Grant winners named in the first round of awards in October 2002 are now
venture-backed companies. The other is Pervasis Therapeutics, a medical device technology funded
with backing from Polaris.

** Brontes was acquired by 3M in 2006 for $93 million.
Source: Deshpande Center for Technological Innovation Press Release, available at
http://web.mit.edu/deshpandecenter/release_101804.html, accessed August 29, 2010.
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4,265
1,604,253
71.87%
21.40%
6.17%

13,415
4,214,505
64.2%
17.90%
0.92%

Belgaum
4,565
971,835
66.27%
21.40%
9.36%

Gadag

4,848
1,439,116
68.09%
21.40%
3.75%

Haveri

10,250
1,353,644
76.59%
6.70%
1.71%

Uttar Kannada

35,928
9,583,353
68.12%
17.78%
4.382%

Sandbox

191,976
61,130,704
60,000
75.60%
20.04%
3.85%

Karnataka

3,287,263
1,210,193,422
54,527
74.04%
41.60%
6.8%

India

Indian Census Data, 2011, Indian Economic Survey 2010-2011, and data from the Institute for Social and Economic Change, available at http://www.isec.ac.in, accessed January 23, 2011.

Area (sq. km)
Population
Per Capita Income (Rs.)
Literacy Rate
Poverty Rate (99-00)
Avg Growth 99-00 to 02-03

Dharwad

Sandbox Map and Demographic Profile

= Karnataka

= Sandbox
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Deshpande Foundation Leadership Team

DESHPANDE FOUNDATION EXECUTIVE TEAM
Gururaj “Desh” Deshpande

Founder

Jaishree Deshpande

Founder

Nishith Acharya

Executive Director

Naveen Jha

Deshpande Foundation India, CEO

DESHPANDE FOUNDATION ADVISORY BOARD
Ashok Shettar

KLE Society’s B.V.B. College of Engineering and Technology, Principal

Hemang Dave

Celerity Ventures, Managing Director
I2C Catalyst Partners, Managing Director

Kate Guedj

The Boston Foundation, VP for Philanthropic and Donor Services

Kumar N. Sivarajan

Tejas Networks, Chief Technology Officer

Paul Grogan

The Boston Foundation, President and CEO

Sanjay Nayak

Tejas Networks, CEO and Managing Director

Sushil Vachani

Boston University, Professor of Strategy and Innovation

Vivek Pawar

Sankalp Semiconductor Pvt. Ltd, Founder and CEO

Source: Deshpande Foundation.
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Deshpande Foundation Stage-Based Support Model

Deshpande Foundation.

Capable team at program management and implementation
level
Have basic financial systems in place and practiced
Acceptable level of transparency
Has basic MIS in place
Sharing between program and finance

Internal review (at least once every quarter) system in place

2
3
4
5
6

7

Meets performance targets

Takes initiative/goes beyond comfort zone to strengthen
sustainability dimension

Shared dependency (not totally dependent on small number of
funding sources) OR diverse funding portfolio

Strong active team at management/leadership and
implementation level

Proof of concept, unit of operation clear, pilot done successfully
Low product unit cost
Sound mechanism to deal with HR
Strong MIS capable of giving most information in minutes
Good network with other NGOs/Vos in the region
Strong financial management in place

1

2

3

4

5
6
7
8
9
10

Stage II

Reflection of efforts to develop sustainability dimension (funds,
efficiency, working on suggestions, thinking out of the box)

Passionate entrepreneur and/or leader.
Provides ideas that are easily and quickly scaled and are
operationally and financially sustainable.
Willing to change/challenge existing system if not effective adaptive to DFs approach
Stage I

CORE REQUIREMENTS
Addresses problems which impact large populations or for
which current solutions are unsatisfactory.

Deshpande Foundation Stagewise Criteria

1

Sl.No.

4

3

2

1

Sl.No.

Exhibit 7

RAPID works with women in the Sandbox to create economic,
social and cultural opportunities for women in distress through skill
development, employment and counseling. Through a series of training
programs, self-help groups, bazaars, and financial linkage programs,
RAPID works to place women on a path to employment and financial
independence. RAPID is a small organization led by women that are
learning and adapting as they grow. Scale is an unlikely goal, but they
have worked in conjunction with the Sandbox staff to create new
programs, increase effectiveness, and implement improved MIS
systems.

Sample Stage II --> Stage III Sandbox Project

SRDS promotes and markets low-cost industrial and private
rainwater harvesting solutions throughout the Sandbox. Its founder
is an alumnus of the Deshpande Fellowship Program and the Social
Entrepreneurship in Residence Program. SRDS has displayed
exceptional passion about its cause and has worked with the Sandbox
to improve its limited organizational capacity through board
development, human resource strategies, and to implement more
rigorous financial practices, including accounting and fundraising.

Sample Stage I --> Stage II Sandbox Project
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Brings in big plans with role clarity of multiple stakeholders

High level of acceptance and recognition from different quarters
(including government)

4

5

Source:

Deshpande Foundation.

Utilizes DF partnership to leverage NOT to carry out things

3

1
2

Very strong MIS and information flow/liaison mechanism
Stage IV
Scale on its own
Seeks professional and technical assistance

Effective in mobilizing resources from other sources (including
government)

10

11

Keeps improvising to come up with new ideas/plans to be more
effective and efficient

Unit cost decreased to the maximum extent possible with
optimum quality level
Planning/operating in at least 4 districts. (at least 1 in Sandbox)
Have strong team presence in Sandbox (appropriate for kind of
organizational dimension focused in partnership e.g. senior
management, operations, FR, Liaison, technology etc.). Capable
leaders in the team
Works on suggestions and willing to modify approach when
necessary.

Program management team operates at optimum efficiency level

9

8

7

5
6

4

3

1
2

Stage III

Leaders perform above expectation, take own initiative to
improvise/increase efficiency
Ready to scale (in and beyond Sandbox)
Strong and diverse organizational Management/Leadership,
efficient in making and executing decisions and roll out

Exhibit 7 (continued)

Agastya International Foundation promotes creativity and
curiosity in school-aged children through experiential, hands-on
science learning. With a savvy, inspired founder, Agastya has worked
in partnership with multiple state governments; has developed
sophisticated, for-profit based management teams and systems; and
has leveraged senior-level advisors of the Sandbox.

Sample Stage IV Sandbox Project

Mitan provides livelihoods to rural communities in the semi-arid
regions of the Sandbox’s Deccan Plateau. By leveraging traditional
handcrafting processes, sources, and collectives to supply export-level
goods to chains like FabIndia, Mitan has created a sustainable value
chain from villages in the Sandbox to large urbanized and international
markets. With the Foundation’s support, Mitan is developing a scalable
supply chain to ensure that its rural producer communities can meet
market demand.

Sample Stage III --> Stage IV Sandbox Project
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Deshpande Foundation Budgetary Breakdown (2010)

Entrepreneurs-inResidence
1%

Development
Dialogue
Admin
8%

DFP
4%

Entrepreneurship
Academy
1%

GEP
9%
Hubli Champions
2%
LEAD
2%
NGO Grant making
71%

Total: $1,702,980

Source: Deshpande Foundation.
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Source:

Sandbox Organizational Chart (2010)

Deshpande Foundation.

Exhibit 9
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Source:

14%
First year Stanford
Business School
students (6% of HBS)
applied to be an eMBA

Students and teachers
whose education or training
is supported directly by
Endeavor companies

New equity
investment firms
started by Endeavor
network members

1.23M

18

Endeavor Entrepreneurs
have advised or invested in
other companies

Patents or patents
pending held by
Endeavor companies

291

814

Endeavor Entrepreneurs
have started a company that
is the first in its industry in
his/her country

High-impact
Endeavor
Entrepreneurs selected
who represent 328
companies

High-value jobs created by
Endeavor Entrepreneurs
(75% created after
engagement with Endeavor)

63%

506

130,000+

People reached by
Endeavor through
print and broadcast
media

495M

Investors worldwide
participating in
Endeavor’s Mentor
Capital Program

92

Endeavor Companies
investing in R&D

76%

Average number of
people employed by
Endeavor companies

225

Raised by Endeavor
companies

Average growth rate
achieved in first two
years after engaging
with Endeavor

Revenues generated by
Endeavor Entrepreneurs

Major entrepreneurship
awards received by
Endeavor and its
Entrepreneurs

401

Hours of mentoring
provided by local
Endeavor mentors

15,780+

Endeavor Entrepreneur
case studies taught in
universities

123

Candidates received
professional feedback
during endeavor’s
Search & Selection
process

22,000

Endeavor companies still
in operation

95%

Adapted from www.endeavor.org/impact/metrics. Downloaded on April 16, 2011. (Note: Some data were downloaded in October 2010).

CULTURAL
CAPITAL

SOCIAL
CAPITAL

INTELLECTUAL
CAPITAL

HUMAN
CAPITAL

$92 million

64%

$3.5 B

Sample Endeavor Key Performance Metrics (2009 - 2010)

FINANCIAL
CAPITAL

Exhibit 10
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Participants attending
Global
Entrepreneurship Week
events in Endeavor host
countries

5.4M

Weeks spent by Fellows
and eMBAs on location
consulting to Endeavor
Entrepreneurs

432

Partnerships being
developed by Endeavor
Center for High Impact
Entrepreneurship
during first year

10

Endeavor
Entrepreneurs started a
second company

86

Endeavor companies
that sold or IPO’d

10%
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Lowell/Lawrence Brief History

The “Boston Associates” led by Francis Cabot Lowell started their first textile mill in Waltham,
Massachusetts on the Charles River in 1814. Their mill combined all steps of production under a
single roof and employed young women from local farms and villages to run the machines in the
factory, revolutionizing the industry and soon outgrowing their Waltham location. They decided to
build their new factory in what is now Lowell in the mid-1820s. Lowell soon became the premier
textile mill town in the country, utilizing a system of canals to direct the power of the swift-flowing
Merrimack River to the mills’ water wheels. Lowell continued as an important industrial center for
nearly a full century, but the end of World War I brought an end to this boom. As the rest of the
United States was making its way out of the Great Depression in the late 1930s and early 40s, Lowell
was not. In the 1950s, the last of Lowell’s major mills closed, and by the 1970s some of these mills
and the boarding houses that had housed workers became part of the Lowell National Historic Park.
Since the 1970s, the introduction of institutes of higher education, Middlesex Community College and
UMASS Lowell (the University of Lowell from 1975-1991) have helped to revitalize the economy of
what is still the fourth largest city in Massachusetts, but the average family income of the city still
lags far behind that of the United States as a whole.
Founded in 1853 by a group led by Abbot Lawrence, Lawrence, Massachusetts was an early
example of a planned industrial city. Located downriver from Lowell, the mills of Lawrence also
utilized the water power of the Merrimack River. Lawrence’s development mirrored that of Lowell,
but Lawrence’s workforce was, to an even greater extent than Lowell’s, made up of immigrants. Like
Lowell, Lawrence’s textile industry-based economy collapsed in the early to mid-20th century.
Lawrence’s population declined from almost 100,000 in the 1920s to about 65,000 in the 1980s. With
an influx of Hispanic immigrants in the last few decades and the help of local colleges including
Northern Essex Community College and Merrimack College (located in nearby North Andover),
Lawrence has begun to regain some of its former prominence, including being home to one of New
Balance’s five North American factories. However, Lawrence still struggles in many ways, including
a graduation rate 20 percentage points below the national average and a poverty rate that is almost
three times the state average.
Source:
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http://www.nps.gov/lowe/historyculture/park-handbook.htm, http://www.lawrencehistorycenter.org/, accessed
March 30, 2011.

Source:

64.80%
27.30%
66.00%

Poverty Rate (2010)

Per Cent Minority

$26,000.00

76,377

19.20

Lawrence

High School Graduate %

Average Family Income (USD)

Population

Area (sq. km)

Lowell/Lawrence Map and Demographic Profile

Massachusetts Census Data, 2010.

Exhibit 11b

34.00%

17.70%

77.90%

$34,000.00

106,519

37.70

Lowell

21.30%

10.10%

88.40%

$64,057.00

6,547,629

27,336

Massachusetts

34.90%

13.50%

84.60%

$50,221.00

308,745,538

9,826,675

USA
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